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A sequence (X,) of random variables adapted to an ascending (asc.) sequence 
g% of u-algebras is an amart iff EX, converges as 7 runs over the set T of 
bounded stopping times. An analogous definition is given for a descending (desc.) 
sequence SE;, . A systematic treatment of amarts is given. Some results are: 
Martingales and quasimartingales are amarts. Supremum and in6mum of two 
amarts are amarts (in the asc. case assuming&boundedness). A desc. amart and 
an asc. L,-bounded amart converge a.e. (Theorem 2.3; only the desc. case is new). 
In the desc. case, an adapted sequence such that (EX,),r is bounded is uniformly 
integrable (Theorem 2.9). If X,, is an amart such that sup,, E(X, - X,_,)* < co, 
then X,Jn converges a.e. (Theorem 3.3). An asc. amart can be written uniquely 
as Y,, + Z,, where Y,, is a martingale, and Z,, -+ 0 inL1. Then Z,, --)r 0 a.e. and Z, 
is uniformly integrable (Theorem 3.2). If X,, is an asc. amart, Q a sequence of 
bounded stopping times, k Q TV, and E(SUP~ I -C* - X,-, I) < co, then 
there exists a set G such that X,, 4 a.e. on G and lim inf X,, = - co, 
lim sup X, = + co on G” (Theorem 2.7). Let E be a Banach space with the 
Radon-Nikodym property and separable dual. In the definition of an E-valued 
amart, Pettis integral is used. A desc. amart converges a.e. on the set 
{lim sup II X,, jl < co}. An asc. or desc. amart converges a.e. weakly if 
supr E [( X, 11 < co (Theorem 5.2; only the desc. case is new). 
If KlL is a sequence of random variables, a stopping time T is a random 
variable taking values in the set { 1, 2,. . ., CO> and such that for each n the event 
(T = n} is determined by XI ,..., X, . An integrable sequence (X,) is called 
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an asymptotic martingale, or, for brevity, an amart, if for each sequence of 
bounded stopping times 7, converging to co, lim, J XT, exists. Amarts generalize 
martingales; the generalization is considerable since every convergent sequence 
with integrable supremum is an amart. We show here that most limit theorems 
of Doob’s martingale theory extend to amarts, frequently with simpler proofs. 
This is not surprising because: (1) The best existing convergence proofs of the 
martingale theory use stopping times; the defining property of the amart is well 
suited for such proofs; (2) The amart combines several useful properties of 
the martingale, submartingale, supermartingale. Thus the class of martingales 
is closed under linear combinations, the class of supermartingales under infimum, 
the class of submartingales under supremum; but the class of amarts is closed 
under all three operations. Amarts also include quasimartingales (see Example 3 
in Section 2); once this is established, simpler proofs of some properties of 
quasimartingales are available. We also mention a possible pedagogical interest 
of amarts: If in a Probability course amarts were introduced early, the Radon- 
Nikodym theorem could be derived from the amart convergence theorem 
(Theorem 2.3; a reader interested only in this theorem should read Section 1 
through Corollary 1.4 and Section 2 through Theorem 2.3), as it can be derived 
from the martingale convergence theorem (Meyer [16, p. 1531). The approach 
via martingales requires the tour de force of defining the conditional expectation 
without the Radon-Nikodym theorem (Meyer [16, p. 271); the amart treatment 
does not involve the conditional expectation, which can be defined after the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem is proved. 
Section 1 proves preliminary results and an “optional sampling theorem.” 
The limit theorems are given in Section 2. The ascending amart convergence 
theorem is due to [I]; the proof given here is in part new and simpler. Section 3 
gives the amart version of the Riesz and Doob decomposition theorems; the 
Riesz theorem yields an improvement over what is known for quasi-martingales 
in that pointwise convergence to zero of the “potential” part is established 
(cf. Rao [21]). In Section 4 we sketch a theory of “approximate” amarts, yielding 
in particular a proof of the theorem of Chacon[S]. In Section 5, Banach-valued 
amarts are discussed; as already shown for the ascending Banach-valued case 
in [6], strong a.e. convergence fails, and weak convergence holds only if one 
assumes that (X,) is L1-bounded and the Banach space has the Radon-Nikodym 
property. What seems here new also for descending martingales, is that without 
any boundedness and assuming only Pettis integrability, weak a.e. convergence 
obtains on the set where lim sup [I X,, I] is finite. In the ascending case this is 
not true even for real-valued martingales: see the example following Theo- 
rem 2.7. 
The amart (but not the name) was introduced by Meyer [17], who proved 
the continuous parameter analogue of the assertion that an Loo-bounded amart 
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converges a.e. The origin of the discrete parameter theory should be traced to 
Baxter [2], Austin-Edgar-Tulcea [l], Chacon [5] (real case); and Chacon- 
Sucheston [6] (vector case). Looking at the “discrete skeleton” and applying 
Theorem 2.3, it is not difficult to obtain an L1-version of Meyer’s result; i.e., 
the continuous parameter version of Theorem 2.3. By the same method one 
obtains continuous parameter versions of some other results of the present 
paper, e.g., the Riesz decomposition theorem. A systematic presentation of the 
continuous parameter case is given in a paper in preparation. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, 9, P) be a probability space. Write N = (1, 2, 3 ,... }, --N = 
{..., -3, -2, -l}, and let D denote either N or -N. Let (5JnoD be an 
increasing family of sub-u-algebras of 9, i.e., if n < m, then $% c sm . A 
stopping time of the sequence (p&n is a function 7: Q --f N u {+co} [or 
~:Q-+--NU(-a~}forD=--N]suchthat(~=n}~~~foralln~D[and 
also (T = -co) E nne+ 9% for D = -N]. Let T = T, be the set of all 
bounded stopping times. With the definition 7 < u iff T(W) < U(W) for almost 
all w E Sz, the set TN is a directed set (“filtering to the right”) and TeN is a dual 
directed set (“filtering to the left”). Recall that a family ((~~)~~r of real numbers 
(such a family is called a net) is said to converge to the real number b, provided: 
for every E > 0 there is 7,, E T such that for all T E T with 7 >, 7s [T < 7s in 
the case D = -l+J], we have 1 a7 - b ( < E. Note that if T, u E T, then T A a, 
7 v u E T. The above notation will be used throughout this paper. 
Let VGJns~ be an adapted family of random variables, i.e., X,: Q -+ IF! is 
&-measurable for each n E D. For a finite stopping time T, define a random 
variable X, by (X,)(o) = X,(JW). The sequence (Xn)lzso is said to be an 
umart for (s&n iff l[ X, 1 < co for all n E D and (JXT)TET converges. 
Note that if (X,&, is an amart for an increasing sequence (5&sD of 
u-algebras, then it is also an amart for the increasing sequence of u-algebras 
(~9JneD 9 if (X,) is adapted to (S&o and 9, C .5,n . In particular, X, is an 
amart for the u-algebras 9, generated by (X,),,, . If X, is called an amart and 
the u-algebras gn are not specified, it is assumed that .& is generated by (X&cm . 
We begin with a “maximal” lemma. (The case D = N is proved in [6].) 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (X,),,, be an adapted sequence of random variables such that 
sup, j ( X, 1 < CO. Then for each positive number A, 
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Proof. Let N be a fixed positive integer. Let A = {suplnl(,,, / X, 1 > h} 
and define (T as follows: 
G(W) = min(n E D: 1 n ] < N, 1 X,(W)] > A} if wfzA 
=max(nED:In) <AJ} if ,$A. 
Then o E T. Now supr s 1 X, 1 > s 1 X, j 3 lA j X, ] > AP(A). The conclusion 
follows on letting iV t co. fi 
LEMMA 1.2. Let (X,JnGo be an amartfo~ (.FJnED . Then (J X& is bounded. 
Proof. We prove the case D = N; the other case is the same. Since (s X,)7ET 
converges, there is NEN such that I~XN-~X7]<l for all T>N. 
If 7 is any bounded stopping time, then ) s XTAN 1 < s maxlsncN 1 X, 1 and 
I SXWN -JxvI~Lso 
Therefore sup, ] JX, 1 < co. 1 
It is clear that a linear combination of amarts is an amart. We next prove that 
the maximum and minimum are also amarts. It is easily seen that the ascending 
case of part (b) is equivalent to [I, Lemma 21. An earlier version is in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (XJnED and (Y,Jnso be sequences adapted to (9JnSo . 
If D = fV, assume in addition that they are L1-bounded. Then: 
(4 If C.i’ &LT and CJ YJTE~ are bounded above (be2ow) then (j(X7 v  Yr)& 
and <.f<X * Y,))M are bounded above (below). 
(b) ff(Xn)a~o und(Y,J,,n aye ama% then (& v  Y,LD and(X, * YnL 
are amarts. 
Proof. (a) We prove only one assertion; the other follows by symmetry. 
Let J X, , s Y, be bounded above, and let r E T. Choose n E D, n > 7 [if 
D = -KJ, choose n = -11. Define u, u‘ E T by 
0=i- if X,>O 
=n if X, < 0, 
a’ = 7 if Y, > 0 
=n if Y, < 0. 
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s (XT ” yT) d f@ >d x7 + J-{Y >o} yT 7 7 
=s=f{x<o)x~+f y”-~yco) yn 7 7 
G sup T J x7 + s;P j I X7I I + s;P J- Y* + s;P 1 I Y, I 
[if D = -N , < supr J X, + J ] X-, j + supT J Y, + J ) Y-1 I]. Thus 
suPrJ-(X7” Y,) -=C 00. 
(b) We prove that X,, v Y, is an amart. The proof for X, A Y, is 
identical. Write 2, = X,, v Y, . By Lemma 1.2, (JX,) and (s YJ are bounded. 
BY pati (4 (J-%T is bounded. Let e > 0 be given. We can choose r. E T 
such that if u, T 3 7. [u, 7 G 7. in case D = --IV], then 
Since (J Z,) is bounded, we can choose or > 7. [or < ~5 such that if u > 7. 
[u < ~~1, then 
1 z, q z,,+c. U-2) 
Now given any bounded stopping time u >, 71 [u < ~~1, let A = {X,r < Yrr} 
and define u1 E T by 
q = 71 on A 
=u on A". 
Subtracting (1.4) f rom (1.3), then using (l.l), we have 
U-3) 
U-4) 
(1.5) 
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Subtracting (1.4’) from (1.3’), then using (1 .I), we have 
jA Z? = j* y. + j z, - j YQ, 
< z,+e. s A 
(1.3’) 
(1.4’) 
(1.5’) 
Combining (1.5) and (l-5’), we have 
This, together with (1.2), yields 
~jz~-jz+ (1.6) 
This shows that the net (lZ7),ET is Cauchy, hence convergent. fi 
Note that it follows that if (X,Jno-N is an amart, then it is L1-bounded. This 
is not the case if D = N as the following example shows. Let Z, , 2, ,... be 
independent Bernoulli random variables with P{Z, = 1) = P(Z, = -l} = &, 
and let X, = 2, + Zs + .** + Z, . Then it can be shown that JX, = 0 for 
all 7 E T, so that (X,JncN is an amart. It follows from the central limit theorem 
that JI X, [ -+ co. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let X, be an amart for (9&oo . If D = N, assume also 
that sup, J ) X,, j < CO. Then: 
(4 I & 1, -G+, X,-, -A v X, A A [A 2 0] are L1 bounded amarts for 
G%a)neKl ; 
(b) suer .I- I X, I < ~0; 
(c) sup ) X, I < co a.e. 
Proof. (a) (X,,) and (-X,) are amarts, so by Proposition 1.3, 
X, v (-X,) = ( X,, 1 is. If Y, = h, all n, then (YJ is an L1 bounded amart, so 
X,,+ = X, v 0, X,,- = -(X, A 0), and --h v X,, A h are L1 bounded amarts. 
(b) By part (a), 1 X, 1 is an L1-bounded amart, so by Lemma 1.2, 
sUPTfIXJ<~* 
’ (c) Combine part (b) and the maximal lemma (Lemma 1.1). 1 
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The supremum of countably many amarts need not be an amart. Example (1) 
in Section 5 shows that if (Xni)ncD are amarts for ($J,,.,, (i = 1,2,...), if 
Y, = supi &‘, and if 1 X,” 1 < 1 for all n and i, it need not follow that (Y,Jneo 
is an amart. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (X,JnGD be an amart for the increasing family (S&o 
of a-algebras. Let (S?&o be another increasing family of a-algebras with 8, C FS 
for all n E D. Then Y,, = E[X, I %,J is an amatt for (B&o . 
Proof. Every stopping time T of (%‘,JnsD is also a stopping time of (9&o 
andJX7=JY,. 1 
We next prove an “optional sampling theorem.” 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let (X,JneN be an amart for (F&M , and let 7k (h E N) 
be a nondecreasing sequence of bounded stopping times for (9%). Define Yk = X7& 
and 9, = F7, = (A E 9: A n {Q = n} E Tn for all n}. Then (Y&i is an 
amrt.for (~k)k~ . 
Proof. The u-algebra gk is defined so that (1) Yk is B,-measurable, and (2) 
if u is a stopping time for (9,) then 7, is a stopping time for Sk . Given E > 0, 
choose N E fV so that 1 s X, - s X,, 1 < E for all bounded stopping times 7, T’ 
for (Fm) with T, 7’ > N. Write 7, = lim,,, TV ; 7, iS a (possibly infinite) 
stopping time for (sm). Now XrrAN + XTCOAN as K + 00 and s supk 1 X,kAN ) < 
J-IX&J *.. v 1 X, 1 < CO, so by the dominated convergence theorem the 
sequence K,dlcs~ is an amart. Choose K E N so that [ s XrOnN - l XTO,AN 1 < E 
for all bounded stopping times u, U’ for (Sk) with 0, (I’ > K. Let 0, U’ >, K, 
70 2 ~~1 are stopping times for (A?*), hence 
We now list a number of special cases of amarts. 
(1) Makingale. The adapted sequence (X,JneD is called a martingale iff 
~~X,~<ooforallnandE[X,~~~]=X,foralln,m~Dwithn~m.In 
particular s X,, = J X,,, . If 7 E T, choose n E D with n 3 7. Then 
Thus (J X,) is constant. Therefore every martingale is an amart. 
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(2) Supermartingale (s&martingale). The adapted sequence (X,) is called 
a supermartingale (submartingale) iff j / X, / < co for all n ED and 
E[X, I9J < X, (3 X,) for all n, m E D with n > m. As in the previous case, 
it can be shown that s X, ,< s X, if 7, (T E T and 7 > 0 (T ,< u). If (s Xn)nGD 
is bounded, then (s X7)7ET converges, so (X,) is an amart. 
A slight modification of this example may be obtained as follows. Let 2, be 
an adapted sequence such that JZ, ---f 0. Suppose that (X,) satisfies 
for T, (I E T, T > u. Then (s X7)TET converges, provided it is bounded. (Compare 
this to an “almost supermartingale” [22]). 
(3) Quasimartingale (F-process). See Fisk [Ill, Orey [20]. The adapted 
sequence t&Lo is a quasimartingale if 
w -5 - -W,+, I snll < 00 
(where the summation is for n = 1,2 ,... if D = N and for n = -2, -3 ,... if 
D = -lV>. We will show in the case D = l!J that a quasimartingale is an amart. 
(The proof for D = -N is the same). 
Let E > 0 be given, and choose the positive integer N so that 
Let 7 E T, T > N. Then T < M for some M, and since {r = k} ~9~ for k G n, 
we have 
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If TV , ra > N, then choose M > or v rs which gives 
Therefore (j X,) is Cauchy, hence converges. 
Note that the example of a properly chosen convergent sequence of constants 
shows that an amart need not be a quasimartingale. 
(4) Games with random foresight. Let X, be the fortune of a casino player 
at time n (if, as usual, the game is disadvantageous, X,, is a supermartingale). 
Suppose that the player can stop the game on the basis of the knowledge of the 
past, and also a partial random knowledge of the future: At time TZ the player’s 
foresight extends h, steps into the future, h, being an integer-valued random 
variable independent of the Xi’s* We assume that h, converges to zero a.e., 
corresponding perhaps to the casino’s increasing with time awareness of player’s 
illegal foresight. If an L,-bounded X, is an amart, then (YJ, the sequence of 
the fortunes of a player endowed with foresight h, , converges a.e. 
To make this example precise, let (52,9, P) be the probability space of the 
sequence (X,), and let (Q’, 9’, P’) be an independent probability space on 
which h,(w’) is defined, W’ E Q’, n = 1, 2,... . Consider a class U of random 
variables T: Q x Sz’ -+ N, called stopping times with foresight h, , satisfying the 
following: for each W’ E 9’ and each n E D, {w: T(W, w’) = n} E 9n+h,(W,) . Let 
Y,(w, w’) = XT bJ,w’) (w), where T,, E U, 7, t co. Fix W’ such that h,(w’) -+ 0; 
there exist N(w:) such that h,(w’) = 0 f or n 3 N, hence the sequences (Yn)n,N 
and (X,>,W are identical where 7, = T,(W) are bounded stopping times of the 
sequence X,(w). 
By Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 2.3 below, YJw, w’) converges a.e. P. 
Since this holds for P’ a.e. w’, YJw, w’) converges a.e. P x P’. 
Note that in this example h, need not be positive; it suffices that h, > -n 
and h,+ + 0 a.e. P’. 
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
The notations D, (SF&~ , Twill be the same in this section as in the previous 
section (unless the contrary is specified). If D = N, we will write 9a for the 
u-algebra generated by lJnGN fin ; if D = --N, we will write E, = finseN Sn . 
We begin with a basic lemma (the case D = N is proved in [l]). 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Let D = N, and let Y be an Sa-measurable random variable, 
such that for each w E Q, the number Y(W) is a cluster point of the sequence 
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Gc(~N?EN * Then there exist rk E T (k E N), with T~+~ > rk and rk > k, such 
that Em,,, X,, = Y a.e. 
(b) Let D = --N, and let Y be an %,-measurable random variable, such 
thatfor each w E Q the number Y(U) is a cluster point of the sequence (Xn(w)),,-N . 
Then there exist 71e E T (k E -N) with 71c--1 < rk and rl: < k, such that 
lim,,-, X7, = Y a.e. 
Proof. In both cases we construct, given any N E D and E > 0, a stopping time 
TETwithr>N[T<NforD=--N]suchthatP{JX,-Yl/e}>l--. 
Applying this inductively produces a sequence (7&o with the required proper- 
ties such that X7, + Y in measure, and taking a subsequence which converges 
a.e. completes the proof. The two proofs are similar, we begin with part (b). 
(b) Let NE --N and E > 0 be given. Since Y(W) is a cluster point of 
(Xn(w))no-N for all W, it follows that {w: j X,(w) - Y(W)/ < l for some 
n < N) = 9. Therefore, there is N’ < N such that P(A) > 1 - 6, where 
A = (w: ( X,(w) - Y(u)1 < e for some n with N’ < n ,( N). 
Define 7: Q--+ --N by 
T(W) = min(n: N’ < n < N and 1 X,(w) - Y(u)1 < l } if COEA 
=N if w$A. 
Then T E T (since Y is sm-measurable for all n) and satisfies the required 
property P{( X, - Y [ < C> > 1 - 6. 
(a) Let NE N and E > 0 be given. Since Y is SW-measurable, there is 
N’ 3 N and a random variable Y’ which is @$-measurable such that 
P(1 Y - Y’ 1 < 42) > 1 - (42). s ince Y(U) is a cluster point of (X%(W)),,~ for 
all w, it follows that P{w: ( X,(OJ) - Y’(W)/ < e/2 for some n > N’} > 1 - 42. 
Therefore, there is N” > N’ such that P(A) > 1 - (c/2), where 
A = {u: ( X,(W) - Y’(u)1 < 42 for some n with N’ ,( 1z < N”}. 
Define 7: Q -+ N by 
T(W) = min(n: N’ < n < N” and ) X,(w) - Y’(uJ)~ < 42) if WEA, 
zr.z N” if w$A. 
ThenTETandP{lX,-Yj<c}>l---. 1 
Our first convergence theorem is now an easy application of the dominated 
convergence theorem. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (X,JnED be an adapted sequence such that J supD 1 X, ( < 00. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) (X,) converges a.e. 
(b) (X,) is an amart. 
Proof. Suppose (X,) converges a.e. to Y. If TV E T and TV t 00 [TV 4 -co], 
then X7,-+ Y a.e., so by the dominated convergence theorem we have 
s X7, -+ J Y. Hence J X7 converges to J Y. 
Conversely, suppose (X,) is an amart. Let X* = lim sup X, , X, = 
lim inf X, . By Lemma 2.1 there exist sequences T, , u, E T with 7, f co, 
CT, f co [$ -m] and X,- --f X* a.e., x0, -+ x* a.e. By the dominated con- 
vergence theorem J (X* - X,) = lim, J (X7” - XGn) = 0, so X* = X, a.e. 
Therefore (X,) converges a.e. 1 
The general convergence theorem follows from the above special case and 
Corollary 1.4. (The case D = N is proved in [l]). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (X,&o be an amart. If D = N, assume also that 
s.upH j 1 X,, 1 < CO. Then (XJnsD converges a.e. 
Proof. By part (c) of Corollary 1.4, we have sup 1 X, 1 < co a.e. Therefore, 
if h > 0 is large, then {sup 1 X, 1 > A} has arbitrarily small measure. Now by 
part (a) of Corollary 1.4, the sequence (-A v X,, A h),ED is an amart. 
By Proposition 2.2, the sequence -A v X,, A X converges a.e. Since 
{X, = -A v X, A X for all n} has measure arbitrarily close to 1, we have (let 
X t co) that X, converges a.e. 1 
The following can be considered a converse of Proposition 2.2 since it implies 
that if (X,) is an amart for all choices of u-algebras (F%) to which it is adapted, 
thenSsup(X,( <co. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose Fn = Srn for all n, m E D. If (Xn)nED is an amart 
for WAED 9 the+up[X,J<oo. 
Proof. If D = N, define 9-, = Fm , X-, = X, , and the proof is reduced 
to the case D = --N. Suppose, therefore, that D = -N. To show sup 1 X, 1 E L1, 
it suffices to show sup X, E Ll and inf X, E L1, since sup 1 X, 1 < 
(sup X,)+ + (inf XJ-. We will show that sup X, E Ll; the proof that 
inf X, EZ? is the same. 
Suppose (for purposes of contradiction) that sup X, 6 L1. Since X-, ELI, 
this means that s sup X,, = $-co. Now supn X,, = limH,-, SUP,>~ X, , so 
(by monotone convergence) for each M = 1,2,3,..., there is NE -N such 
that J SUP,>~ X, > M. Define TM by TM = inf(k > Nz X, = sup,>, X,}. 
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Then TM E T (since 9j = Er for all n E -IV) and J XT, = J SUP,,>~ X, 2 M. 
Thus sup, JXr = co, which contradicts part (b) of Corollary 1.4. a 
The condition on the u-algebras cannot be omitted in the preceding proposi- 
tion. According to Theorem 2 of Blackwell and Dubins [3], there is a martingale 
of the form X, = E[X-, 1 FJ (n E -iY) such that sup 1 X,, 1 $Ll (K, is not 
in L log+ L). 
The hypothesis of Lr-boundedness cannot be omitted in Theorem 2.3 if 
D = N, even for martingales. We include next two convergence theorems for 
amarts which are (possibly) not L1-bounded. 
LEMMA 2.5 (Optional stopping theorem). Let (X,JneN be M amart, u a 
(possibly infinite) stopping time. Then & = X,,, is an amart. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 1.6 with 7, = n A U. (In the present case it is 
easy to see that ST, Z Fn , n E t+J and {Xn , &} is an amart.) 1 
Recall that a sequence (Xn)nfN of random variables is predictable (for the 
sequence (ZJne~ of u-algebras) iff X, is measurable with respect to gn, for 
all n. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (X&eN be a predictabte amart. Thm there is a set G _C .t2 
such that (X,) converges a.e. on G and lim sup X, = 03, lim inf X, = -co 
on Gc. 
Proof. Let h > 0 be given. Let Gn = {sup X, ,( h). Define a stopping 
time u by: U(W) = co for w E G, , U(W) = the smallest integer k such that 
{Xl < h.., X, < h, X,,, > h} (with X0 = 0) if w $ GA . Since (X,) is pre- 
dictable, u is a stopping time. By the lemma, Xn = X,,, is an amart. Also 
& < X, so sup J;Pn+ < cc, and therefore Xn converges a.e. Now X, = Xfi 
for all n on the set G, = (sup X, ,( h), so X, converges a.e. on Gh . Thus X, 
converges a.e. on UAEN G, = (sup X, < oz} = (lim sup X, < co>. Similarly 
X, converges a.e. on {lim inf X, > -co}. Let G = {lim sup X,, < a} u 
(lim inf X, > --cc}. 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (Xn)nEWI be an amart. Let Q be an increasing sequence of 
bounded stopping times with Q > k (k E N). Suppose that 
s SUP IX, -x,-,1 <co. ksN 
Then there is a set G C D such that (X,,) converges a.e. on G, and lim sup X, = co, 
lim inf X, = -cc on GO. 
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Proof. Let X > 0 be given. Define stop.ping times a and a’ as follows: if k 
is the smallest integer such that X, > A, then u’ = k, a = TV ; if X, ,< h for 
all k, then u’ = u = co. Define stopping times 7,’ by 
7 I- n --n on {n < u’} 
=u on {n > u’> 
and let X,, = X7,’ . If u’ < n, then u < 7, , so T,,’ is bounded. By Proposition 1.6, 
(XJ is an amart. Now if n < u’, then Xn < A, and if n > u’, then Xn = X7, 
where k = (I’, and X,-i < A. Thus in either case 
x3 < h + sup I XT, - X,-l I, 
k 
so sup sX-+ < co. By Theorem 2.3, X,, converges a.e. Now $, = X, for all n 
on the set G, = (sup X,, < A}, so X,, converges a.e. on G, . Therefore X,, 
converges a.e. on (JleN GA = {sup X, < co} = (lim sup X, < a}. Similarly 
X, converges a.e. on {lim inf X, > --co>. 1 
The case when (X,) is a martingale and TV = K of the preceding theorem is 
due to Doob [9, p. 3201. It seems that the improvement consisting in replacement 
of k by 7k is new even for martingales. 
It is not true, even for martingales, that X, converges a.e. on the set 
ly;l/+ -=c 4. Th e o f 11 owing example of this we owe to D. L. Burkholder. 
a ,. . . be independent random variables with P( Yk = - 1) = 1 - (l/27, 
PFYk 2 2” - 1) = l/2”. Let T  = inf{n: Y, # -1). Note that P(T = co} = 
n:-‘,, (1 - (l/2”)) > 0. Define X, = xi==, (-1)” l{,&)Y, . Then X, is a 
martingale. Let X* = supn ( X,, (. We have P(X* > 2”) <Cc=‘=,+, (1/2k) = 2-*, 
so 2nP(X* > 2”) < 1 for all A. It follows that AP(X* > A) < 2 for all h > 0. 
Thus we have X* < co a.e. But on the set {T = co), X,, alternates between 1 
and 0, and does not converge. 
One might ask when an L1-bounded amart (X,) converges in L1 in addition 
to converging a.e. The answer is, of course, if and only if (X,),,, is uniformly 
integrable [16, p. 181. Th 1s is always the case when D = --N. In fact, much 
more is true. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose D = -N. Let (X,,)ne-N be an adapted sequence of 
ra?zdom variables such that (s XJrsT is bounded. Then (X& is mtifwmly 
integrable. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.3, (s 1 X, OsET is bounded. Let E > 0 be given. 
Choose 70 E T so that for all 7 E T, 
1 I x7 I < 1 I x,, I + c. 
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Let NE --N be such that N < 7s . By the maximal lemma (Lemma 1.1), 
there is /\ > 0 so that 
s 
max ( X, 1 < C. 
MJPlX,l>~~ i&N 
Let 7 be any bounded stopping time <N. Let A = (1 X, ] > A}, and define 
71 = 7 on A 
= 70 on AC. 
Then 
If u is any bounded stopping time, we have u A N < N, and 
Therefore (X,&r is uniformly integrable. 1 
The corresponding result does not hold for D = IV by the example following 
Proposition 1.3. A weaker result for the case D = fV is proved below (following 
Theorem 3.2). 
We now briefly discuss amarts defined on directed sets; for the martingale 
case see Krickeberg [14] and Neveu [19, p. 95fI’J. 
Let J be a directed set, and write -J for J with the reversed ordering. Let 
D’ = J or D’ = -J. Let (S&h, be an increasing family of sub-o-algebras 
of 9. A simple stopping time of (SJtED, is a function T: $2 --+ D’, taking only 
finitely many values, such that (7 = t) E St for all ‘t E D’.’ Let T = TD, be the 
set of all simple stopping times. As before T is a directed set [dual directed 
set if D’ = -Jl. The adapted family (X&h, of random variables is an amart 
for P&D ’ iff J ) X, j < 00 for all I E D’ and the net (j’X&r converges. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let J be a directed set, and D’ = J or D’ = -J. Suppose 
G%LY is an amart for (S&,,, . If D’ = J, suppose in addition that 
sup,,, J 1 X, I < co. Then: 
(a) (X&o, converges in probability 
(b) If J is countable and totally o&red, then (X&o, converges a.e. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose (for purposes of contradiction), that (X,) does not 
converge in probability. We will find a sequence (I,&~ in D’ [where D = N 
if D' = ] and D = --N if D’ = -fl such that t, < tn+l and (Xt,)nsD is an 
amae for (-%&D which does not converge in probability, contradicting 
Theorem 2.3. 
Since (X,) does not converge in probability, there is E > 0 such that for 
each t E D' there is t’ > t [t’ < t if D’ = -J] such that P{I X, - X,* 1 > E} > E. 
We define (t,,) inductively as follows. Choose tl [t-J arbitrarily in D'. Suppose 
n E D and t, has been defined for 1 m 1 < 1 n I. If n is even, choose t, so that 
P(( Xts '- Xtm \ > e) > E where m = n - 1 [m = n + 11. If n is odd, choose 
t,s~that~~X,-~X~,~<l~nforall~~Twith~~t~[~~t,].Thi~com- 
pletes the definition of the t, . Clearly (Xt&n is adapted to (9QnGD . If 
UETD, then to E Top , where (t,,)(w) = t,(,, . If u > n [CI < n] where n is odd, 
then t, ‘2 t, [to < t,J and 
Thus <.I- &JerD converges, so (X&sD is an amart. But for all n, either n or 
n + 1 is even, so P{j X4, - Xt,+, 1 > E} > E, and therefore (X,&, does not 
converge in probability. 
(b) It &ices to show that there is a sequence (tJnaD cofinal in D' such 
that lim supD Xtn = lim supD’ X, a.e. and lim info Xt, = lim infr,* X, a.e. To 
prove this (since J is totally ordered) it suffices to show that, given t, E D 
and E > 0, there is a finite set t, , t, ,..., t, >, to [ < t,,] such that 
P{suPt>t,Xt - wq --vXtn)>c> <eand P{inft>,,X,-(XtlA...nXtn)< -c) <e 
[similarly for D’ = -51. But the supremum and infimum involved are count- 
able, so this follows from the u-additivity of P. 1 
3. DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS 
There are several decompositions known for martingales, supermartingales, 
submartingales, and quasimartingales. We discuss in this paper, rather briefly, 
two of them, the “Riesz decomposition” and the “Doob decomposition,” in 
the context of amarts. As an application of the Doob decomposition, we give 
a “law of large numbers” for differences of amarts. 
The “Riesz decomposition” X,, = Y, + Z,, of an amart X,, is a decom- 
position into a martingale Y,, and an amart 2, which converges to 0 in almost 
every possible way: 
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z, --f 0 a.e., 
z, -+ 0 in L1, 
Jwn I $,I -+ 0 a.e. for all 112, 
E[Z~ I sml + 0 in L1 for all m, 
I‘ sup lE[Z, I SJI < ~0 for all m. n 
For the case of a supermartingale, see, e.g., [16, p. 891. 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (Z,,)neN be an umart for (S&,GM such that k-r,,, E[Z, j SJ = 0 
a.e. for all m E N. Then: 
(4 .f supn I El’-& I &II < m for all m 
(b) E[Z, ( FJ ---f 0 in L1 for aIZ m 
(4 lim,,2- J-1-c =o 
(d) 2, -+ 0 a.e. ad in L1 
(4 6%~ is uniformly integrable. 
Proof. (a) Since (Z,) is an amart, for each m E N, (E[Z, 1 G@J)~~N is an 
amart for the constant sequence ($JnsN of u-algebras by Proposition 1.5. 
Therefore s sups ] E[Z, 1 gm]] < cc by Proposition 2.4. 
(b) Since E[Z, ( A+?J -+ 0 a.e., it follows from part (a) that E[Z, ( s*] -+ 0 
in L1. 
(c) Now J Z, = J E[Z, I&] + 0, and (Z,) in an amart, so J Z, + 0. 
Let m E kl. Then A = {Z, < 0} E Fm , so by part (b) we have lim,,, sA 2, = 0. 
Choose n 3 m so that [ sA Z, [ < 2+, and define rm E T by 
Then 
r’, = m on AC 
=R on A. 
Now s Z7, -+ 0, so s Z,+ -+ 0. Similarly s Z,- -+ 0, so j I 2, 1 --+ 0. Therefore 
sup .r I Z, I -=c a> so c%JrnEN is an Ll bounded amart. Therefore (I Z, I) is 
anamart.But~JZ,]+O,so~)Z,]-+O. 
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(d) 2, -+ 0 in I,1 by part (c). Also, 2, is an Ll bounded amart, so it 
converges a.e. Now by Fatou’s lemma 
/ [ lim Z,I = 1 lim 12, ( < lim J 1 Z, [ = 0, 
so lim Z, = 0 a.e. 
(e) Let E > 0 be given. Choose iV E N so that s [ Z, 1 < E for all T > N. 
Now G)new is U-bounded, so by Corollary 1.4(c), sup 1 Z, 1 < co a.e. Thus 
there is X > 0 so that 
Now for any r E T, we have 
Thus G%T is uniformly integrable. 4 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (X,JneN be an amart for (9&EN . Then X,, can be uniquely 
WYitten as x, = Y, + z, , where Y, is a martingale, and Z, is an amart with 
Z+, + 0 in L1. In addition, (ZT)7ET is uniformly integrable and Z, -+ 0 a.e. 
Proof. For m E kJ define for each n E N, X,,, = E[X, 1 gm]. By Proposi- 
tion 1.5, (-Jkdn.hl is an amart for the constant sequence (SQneN of u-algebras, 
Therefore, by Propositions 2.4 and 2.2, for m E kI j’supn 1 X,,, 1 < 00 and 
X m.n converges a.e., say Y, = lim,,, X,,, . By the dominated convergence 
theorem we have 
so (Y,,Jmshl is a martingale. Now let Z, = X, - Y,, , so that X, = Y, + Z, . 
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Then J 2, = J X, - J Y, = J X, - J Yr , so (2,) is an amart. Finally, 
lip E[& ] Fm] = lip E[X, ) F%] - lim E[Y, 1 S$J 
= Y, - Y, = 0. 
By the lemma, 2, -+ 0 in L1. 
To prove uniqueness, let X, = Y,,’ + 2,’ be another decomposition with 
the required properties. Then 1 Y, - Y,’ ] is a submartingale, so s 1 Y, - Y,’ ) 
is increasing. But 
J I y, - Y, I = j I 4%’ - &I I - 0, 
so Y, = Y,’ a.e. for all n. 
Finally, Lemma 3.1 also implies the last two assertions of the theorem. 1 
The above theorem has the following consequence. If X, is a uniformly 
integrable amart and X, = Y, + 2, is its Riesz decomposition, then (since 
(2,) is uniformly integrable) the martingale Y, is uniformly integrable. It is 
known [16, p. 921 that (Y&r is uniformly integrable, so (X&r is also uniformly 
integrable. 
If Vn)caaN is an adapted sequence, its Doob decomposition is X,, = M, + A, , 
where 
M; = Xl 
A, = 0 
M,, - Mn-l = X, - E[X, I Ss-J 
A, - A,-, = E[X, I Sm-J - X,, . 
Note that (M,) is a martingale for (gn), and that (A,) is a predictable process. 
If (X,,) is an amart, then so is (A,). Unfortunately, as the following example 
shows, the sequences (M,) and (A,) need not inherit boundedness properties 
from (X,). 
Let (Y&N be independent Bernoulli random variables with P(Yn = 1) = 
P{Yn = -l} = 9. Let C, , 0 < C,, < 1, be constants such that C, 4 0 but 
C Cn2 = co. Define 
x, = q&Y, 
n-1 
A, = -1 c,Y~. 
i-1 
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It is easily checked that M, is a martingale, A, is predictable, and 
X,, = M,, + A,, . Thus M, + A,, is the Doob decomposition of X,, . Now 
.X, -+ 0 a.e. and sup 1 X,, [ < 1, so by Proposition 2.2, the process (X,) is an 
amart. But C C,s = co, so (see e.g. [4, p. 471) M, diverges everywhere. In fact, 
by Theorem 2.6 we have (since A, is predictable), that lim sup A, = 
lim sup M, = 00, lim inf A,, = lim inf M,, = -co a.e. 
However, Lp boundedness of the da&rences is preserved by the Doob decom- 
position, as is illustrated in the following “law of large numbers” for differences 
of amarts. See e.g. [IS] for the case of a martingale. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose X,, = Cy=, Yi is an amart. Assume that 
sup YF<W. 
i S 
Then (l/n) X, conserges a.e. 
Proof. Let X,, = M,, + A, be the Doob decomposition of X, . Then we 
have 
(j I A, - A,, I)" Q j I A, - An-1 I2 G j Yn2 
since (A, - A,-,) and (M, - M,J are orthogonal in La. Hence 
supn s 1 A, - A,-, \ < 00. Now B, = A,+1 - A, is an amart (since A, is, 
and A, is predictable), so by Theorem 2.3, B, converges a.e. Therefore 
(I/n) A, = (l/n) cb, Bi converges a.e. 
Now J 1 A, - A,-, I2 + J I M,, - M,, I2 = J I X, - X,-, 12, so 
sup* j 1 M, - M,-, la < 00. Q,, = cyz2 (l/i)(M{ - M,-,) is a martingale and 
<J I Qn I)” G J I Qn I2 = CL2 (lli2) .f I Mt - W-1 I’s SO SUP J I Qn I < ~0 and 
hence Qn converges a.e. by Theorem 2.3. It follows from Kronecker’s lemma 
[4, p. 511 that (l/n) M, = (l/n) cyS2 (Mi - n/l,,) converges a.e. Therefore 
(l/n) X, = (l/n) M, + (l/n) A, converges a.e. j 
4. APPROXIMATE AMARTS 
Let (X,) be again a sequence of integrable random variables adapted to (9%). 
If 8 is a non-negative finite number, we call (X,),,, a &amart if 
liFTz;p 1 (X, - X,) = 8. (4-l) 
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(4.1) means that 6 is the largest number such that there exist two sequences of 
bounded stopping times (a,), (7%) with 1 ura I--+ co, / rn ) -+ CD and 
li;,zsp 1 (X% - X,J = 8. (4.2) 
In the case D = N, Chacon [5] proved that if (X,) is an&-bounded Samart, 
then 8 > J(Iim sup,,o X, - lim infnpD X,). We show that this result follows 
from our proof of Theorem 2.3, only slightly modified to apply not only to the 
0-amart, i.e., amart, but also to &marts, 6 > 0. At the same time we treat the 
case D = -N (the assumption of L, boundedness is then not needed), which 
is perhaps of interest since the argument in [5] seems to apply only to the case 
D = il. 
LEMMA 4.1. If (X,, ,9J is a Samart for some 8 > 0, then (and only then) 
(.I X7LET is bounded. (Call then X, an approximate amart). 
Pyoof. Assume D = N; the proof for D = ---/II is similar. (4.1) implies 
that there is NE N such that if r > N, then 
IJ(X,-x,+s+1. 
Now for each TET ISX~i~ISX7AN+SX7VN-SXNl~ISX7ANI+ 
I S(Xw -XX,)I,(S~~X~~~~NIX~I+~+~. I 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (X, , %&,ED be a S-amart, (Y, , FJnEo a y-amart; 
6 , y>O. If D=N, assume supnJIX,I<co, sup,J(Y,[<co. Then 
(X72 ” yn > %&ED is an q-amart for some 7j < 6 + y; (X, A Y, , SJ is an 
r]‘-amart fw some 7’ < 8 + y. 
Proof. We only consider the case of X, v Y,, since the case of X, A Y, 
follows by symmetry, and we only indicate where the proof differs from that 
of Proposition 1.3(b). The formula (1.3) is replaced by 
1s GKl - X7) 1 < 6 + 69 I/ (Yo - YJ j -=c Y + 6. 
Instead of (1.5), one obtains 
Instead of (1.5’): 
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(1.6) is replaced by 
Since E is arbitrary, the proposition follows. 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let (X, , g&,ss, be a 6-amart, 6 > 0. If D = N, assame 
supn j 1 X, 1 < 00. Let X be a constant >O. Then 
(a) Xns, X,-, -A V X, A X are y-amavts for some y  < 6; ( X, 1 is a 
y-amart for some y  & 26. 
(b) sup,J-IX,1 -==za 
cc) supnED \ xn 1 < O” a.e. 
Proof. (a) follows because constants are 0-amarts. Part (b) follows applying 
Lemma 4.1 to j X, j . Part (c) is a consequence of (b) and Lemma 1.1. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (X.,&D be a sequence of integrable random variables 
adapted to (F&D . If  D = N, assume that (X,) is L,-bounded. Then 
(4.3) 
Proof. Assume at first that X, are bounded by a constant X; then (4.3) 
follows by Lemma 2.1 and the bounded convergence theorem. In the general 
case, we may and do assume that (X,) is a kamart for some finite 6, since 
otherwise the left-hand side of (3) is $-CO. For each positive integer m, set 
Y,” = -m v X,, A m and J& = {suP,,~ ( X, ( ,< m}. By Corollary 4.3(a), 
each sequence (Xnm)nfn is a y-amart (y < S), hence by the bounded case of 
the theorem, for each m 
S 3 
I 
(lim sup Y,” - lim inf Y,“) 2 (lim sup Y, - lim inf Y,). 
TIED TED s sa, lEED TED 
By Corollary 4.3(c), Sz, t Sk Part (3) now follows applying the monotone con- 
vergence theorem to the sequence 2, = lGm(lim sup,&, Y, - lim infnED Y,). 1 
The interested reader may verify that many results of this paper have their 
S-amart versions. Thus, e.g., optional sampling transforms a &mart into a 
6-amart (the proof of Proposition 1.6 extends); stopping transforms a &mart 
into a 6-amart (proof of Lemma 2.5 extends). This last observation may be 
used to give another proof of the case D = N of Theorem 4.4, similar to the 
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proof of the case D = N of Theorem 5.2. Another proof of the case D = --N 
of Theorem 4.4 follows from Lemma 2.1 together with Theorem 2.9. 
5. VECTOR-VALUED AMARTS 
In this section we prove convergence theorems for amarts with values in a 
Banach space. We begin with the definitions which will be needed. 
The notations Sz, D, (zF.&~ , Twill be the same in this section as in Section 1. 
Further, E will denote a fixed Banach space. 
A random variable will be a strongly measurable function X: D -+ E. This is 
equivalent to the following conditions [12, p. 2451: 
(i) For each continuous linear functional f f E*, the function f 0 X: 
Q + Iw is measurable; 
(ii) X is almost separably valued, i.e., there is a separable closed subspace 
E1 of E such that P{X E EJ = 1. 
The random variable X is Pettis integrable iff, for each A E 9 there is a vector 
x, E E such that for all f E E*, we have f (x,J = JA f (X). We write x, = $A X. 
If in addition j’I[ X I( < co, then X is Bochner integrable [12, p. 2471. 
The sequence (X,&o of E-valued random variables is an amart for (s-&o 
if GUnED is adapted to (s&n , the random variable X,, is Pettis integrable 
for all n E D, and the net (s X7)reT converges in the norm of E. 
A function EL: s+ E is a measzrre 8 &lnehl A,) = z,,sN p(A,,) for every 
sequence (AJnsN of disjoint sets in 9. The measure p is absolutely continuous 
with respect to P iff ,u(A) = 0 for all A E 9 with P(A) = 0. The variation of p 
onasetAEgis 
where the supremum is taken over all finite disjoint sequences A,, A, ,..., A,, _C A 
in F. The measure 1-1 has a-jinite variation on a set A if A is a countable union 
of sets on which p has finite variation. 
The Banach space E is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property if3 for 
every probability space (Q, $, P) and every measure p: s-+ E such that p is 
absolutely continuous with respect to P and p has finite variation on $2, there 
is a Bochner integrable random variable X: Sa --f E such that p(A) = sA X 
for all A ES. It follows that if p is merely required to have u-finite variation 
on Q, then there is a Pettis integrable strongly measurable function X: Q + E 
such that &A) = sA X for all A E 9. See [13] for a discussion of the Radon- 
Nikodym property. 
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We begin with the vector-valued version of the maximal lemma proved 
above. The proof is identical to that given for Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let (xn)nsD be an adapted sequence of random variables in the 
Banach space E such that sup, J 1) X7 11 < co. Then for each positive number X, 
m;PlIx,Il >ww4s~Ppslx,ll~ I 
The case (b) of the following theorem for D = N is due to [6]. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let E be a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property 
such that E* is separable. Let (XJneo be an amart in E. 
(a) Let D = --N. Then the sequence (Xn(~))no-N converges weakly in E 
for almost all w E B = {sup II X,, (1 < co} and diverges weakly for all w .$ B. 
(b) Let D = fV OY D = --IBI, and suppose supr Jll X,1] < oo. Then for 
almost all w E Sz the sequence (Xn(w))neD converges weakly in E. 
Proof. (a) Let f  E E*. Then (f (X,J)nc-N is an amart, hence is uniformly 
integrable (by Theorem 2.9) and converges a.e. (by Theorem 2.3). Let 
Y, = lim f  (X,). 
We prove next that if A E SK, = finEeN SS , then (J’,., X7),=r converges. Let 
E > 0 be given. Choose NE -4 so that if T, u < N, then j( J X7 - f X, II < E. 
Now given 7, u < N, define pi , u1 < N by 
71 = 7 onA 
=N on AC 
u1 = u on A 
=N on A”. 
Then 
This shows that the net (JA X7) converges. Write F.(A) = limr JA X, . 
Now ~1: P-, --f E is a measure by the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem [lo, p. 3211. 
If P(A) = 0, then p(A) = limr 0 = 0, so TV is absolutely continuous with 
respect to P. We claim that p has u-finite variation on B = {sup II X, I( < co) = 
{lim sup I( X, 11 < co} E Em . If X > 0, write Bh = (lim sup 11 X,, (1 < X} E E, . 
Let f  e E*, II f  II < 1. Now f(X,J - Y, a.e. so I Y, 1 = lim If(X,)l d 
lim sup llfll II X, II < h on B, . Also f  (X,) + Y, in L1, so if A C B, , then 
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I f@(A))1 = I lim JA f(&)I = I JA Yf I < .fA I Yf I < WA). Therefore 
II ill = supf lfM4)I < p(A). Th us the variation of p on B, is at most 
AP(B,) < co. Now B = ulEN B, , so p has a-finite variation on B. 
By the Radon-Nikodym property for E, there is a strongly measurable 
X-,: B -+ E such that &4) = sA X-, f or all A E E, with A C B. (Notice 
that we have proved that lim jA X, = sA X-, for all A ES?,, A c B, without 
using the hypothesis on E*.) If f E E*, then sA f(X-,) = f@(A)) = sA Yf 
for all A C B, so f (X-,) = Yf a.e. on B. Let (fk)BEN be dense in E*. For each k, 
let R, E AE, be such that P(R,) = 0 and fk(Xem) = YI, on B - R, . We will 
show that X, converges weakly to X-, on B’ = B - (ukeN Rb). Let w E B’, 
f E E*, E > 0. Then w E B, so A = sup [j X,(w)11 < co. Choose K E IV so that 
lf-fic ” e x + 11 X-:(w),, + 1 . 
For this li, we have w 4 R, , so fk(Xem(w)) = lim, f&Q(o)). Choose NE -4 
so that if n < N, we have 1 fk(X-Jw)) - f&X,(w))1 < E. Then for n G N it 
follows that 
I f(-K&>) - fGwJJNI 
< 1 f (X-,(a$ - fk(X-,(,))I + I f*(X-m(w)) - fk(X&))I 
+ I fdXn(4) - f (X%(,))l 
< II f - fk II II X-m(w)ll + 6 + llfk -f II II Xn(4ll d 36 
Therefore f (X,(w)) converges to f (Xwm(w)) for all f~ E*, so X,(w) converges 
weakly to X-,(w). 
If w 4 B, then (X,,(W))~+~ is unbounded and hence does not converge weakly 
[IO, p. 681. 
(b) The case D = --N follows from part (a) and Lemma 5.1. Let D = IV. 
For h > 0, let A = ([I X, 11 >, h for some n> and define 
U(W) = min{n: /I X,(w)/1 > A> for wEA 
=CCJ for w+A. 
Then u is a (possibly unbounded) stopping time. Define Y, = X,,, . Now 
X ,,A0 + X0 on A, so by Fatou’s lemma sA 1) X,, 11 < lim inf sA 1) X,,, 11 < 
l~inf.JllXn,,II ~su~r~IlXJl< ~.ThusJsupl/ Y,II ~.Lll-Kll+J,c~ < ~0. 
(This argument also appears in Neveu 119, p. 761.) Now if h is large, P(A) is 
arbitrarily small, and (X, = Y, for all n} 2 AC, so it suffices to prove that (Y,) 
converges weakly a.e. 
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As in case (a), it can be shown that JA Y, converges for A E (Jner,, c%~, and 
hence (since sup ]I Y, ]I EU) for all A E Fa , the u-algebra generated by 
(JncN 9% . Writing p(A) = lim JA Y, , the Radon-Nikodym property produces 
a Bochner-integrable random variable Y, such that JA Y, = lim JA Y,, for 
all A E %a . (Note that this much does not depend on the hypotheses on E*.) 
The remainder of the proof is the same as part (a). j 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let E be a (possibly not separable) Bat&z space such that 
both E and E* have the Radon-Nikodympropaty. Let X, be a (strongly measurable) 
amart. Then conclusions (a) and (b) of the theorem hold. 
Proof. Since the X, are strongly measurable, they are almost separably 
valued. Let E1 C E be a separable closed subspace of E such that P{X, E EI} = 1 
for all n. Then E1 has the Radon-Nikodym property since E does. We next 
apply a result of Stegall [23] which states that E* has the Radon-Nikodym 
property if and only if for every separable closed subspace E1 of E, the dual 
E,* is separable. Therefore the Theorem applies in E1 , and X, converges a.e. 
in the weak topology of E1, which is the relative topology from the weak 
topology on E. 1 
We next present several examples which are relevant to Theorem 5.2. Note 
that in each of the examples we have 9% = 9 for al1 n E lV, so that (setting 
E, = 9% , X-, = X,) one example serves both the case D = t+J and the 
case D = --N. 
(1) Norm convergence need not hold. (This example is from [S]). Let 
E = P; let {e, . i* n E l+J, 1 < i < 2”) be the standard orthonormal basis for Za 
in some order. Then E has the RNP and E* is separable. Let X,, = foci efl,.,,c , 
where Ad n A,j = o if i # j and P(A,+) = 2~“. If 7 E T, then 
where B,i = Ak n {T = n}. Thus (( X, [j = 1 everywhere, so J [I X, [[ = 1 for 
all T. Also, JX, = C P(Bmi) e,j, so if T > N, then P(Bni) < 2-N for all n, i in 
the sum, so 
lif 4 = 1 
P(B,i)z < 2-N c P(B$) = 2-*. 1 = 2-N. 
Therefore J X, -+ 0, so (X,,) is an amart. But for all w E Sz, (1 X,+,(CU) - X,(w)]] = 
d2, so X,(W) does not converge in norm. 
A related example illustrates another point. Let Yal, = X, and Yzndl = 0. 
Then Y, is still an amart, but I/ Y, 11 is not, since it is alternately 1 and 0. Now 
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1) Y, 11 < 1 everywhere and (I Y, )I is the supremum of a countable family of 
amarts of the form If(Y where f E E*, Ij f I/ = 1. Thus the supremum of a 
countable number of (scalar) amarts need not be an amart. 
(2) The condition sup* s jl X, j/ < co cannot be replaced with 
sup, J/l X, ]I < 03. (This example is from [6].) Let E = P, and let e,,*, Ani be 
as above. Define Y,k = x:1:, cYienilA,*, where 01~ = 1 for i # k, c+ = tl. Let 
x, = Ynk, where m = 2”-l + K - 1. Now s 11 Y,,k I/ = s xi qlARi = 
Ci P(Ani) ai = 1 - 2-” + n2-” < 2, SO SUPS JI/ X, II < 2. If 7 E T, then 
X, = C /Inienil,i 
n.i 
where the B,i are disjoint, Bsi 2 Ani, and /?,,” is a random variable taking the 
values 1 and n. If 7 > 2N, then 
Therefore (X,) is an amart. But (1 X,(W)// is unbounded for all w, so X,(w) 
does not converge weakly for any w. 
This example also shows that sup JI] X, Jj < co does not imply sup ]I X, II < co 
a.e. 
(3) The condition that E have the Radon-Nikodym property cannot be 
omitted. Let E = c, . Then E* = I1 has the Radon-Nikodym property. Let 
{e nf: n E kJ, 1 < i < 2”) be the standard basis for c,, (in some order). Let 
P(A,“) = 2-n, Ad n A,, = o for i # j as before. Define 
2” 
Y, = C esilA,4 , 
i-1 
x, = Y, + Yz + *** + Y, . 
Then if 7 E T we have 
X7 = C e,ilBni , 
n,i 
where B,i = A,* n {r > n}. Thus 11 X, I] = 1 everywhere, so J I] X, I] = 1 for 
all 7. If r > N, then 
s XT - 1 x, = c P(Bni) f?,’ 
R.1 
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where the sum is over A > N. Thus 
Thus C.f -WET is Cauchy, so (X,) is an amart. But X, converges a.e. (in the 
weak* topology of Z*) to Yr + Ya + *** , which is not in c, , so X,, does not 
converge weakly at any point of 8. 
(4) The condition that E* is separable cannot be omitted accorclmg to 
an example kindly communicated to us by W. Davis and W. Johnson. Another 
example appears in a forthcoming paper on weak amarts by Brunel and 
Sucheston. 
The next two examples are for D = - hl . 
(5) In part (a) of the Th eorem, it is possible that sup j’]I X, (1 = co but 
sup 11 X,, (I < co a.e. Let E = Z2, and let (e&N be the standard orthonormal 
basis of 12. Let P(A,) = 2-n (n E l+l) and A,, n A, = 0 if 12 # m. Define, for 
?ZE -4, 
x, = f e,(l/K) 2%, 
k-l 
Then sup 11 X, II = (l/K) 2k < co on A,, so sup 11 X, II < 03 a.e. Also, 
s 11 &II = f (l/k) 2kP(&) = f (l/k), k-l k-l 
X, = f e,(l/n) 2n1sn 
n-1 
where B, = A, n {T < -n}. If r < N, then 
n--N+1 
which +O as N -+ -co. Thus (X,) is an amart. Note that lii X, is not Bochner 
integrable. 
. (6) Part (a) of the Theorem can apply even when the X, are not Bochner 
integrable. Let E = Z2, and let e, , A, be as in example (5). Define, for n E -N, 
X, = i e,(ljK) 2klA,. 
k--n+1 
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Then 
s II-&II = f (l/4 = k=--n+l 
so X,, is not Bochner integrable. If T E T, then 
x, = 2 eJl/n) 2n1, 
?l=l 
00 
where B, = A, n (7 > -n}. If 7 < N, then 
so again (X,) is an amart. 
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